
Tsukiyama Indirect Confirmation of Evidence Submitted 
 

On Aug 3, 2009 “Miss Tickly” requested disclosure of Barack Obama’s birth certificate(s) and any 
evidence submitted in support of the claims on them, citing 92F-12(3) – the portion of UIPA REQUIRING 
disclosure of records where “compelling circumstances show an effect on the health or safety of any 
individual”. She cited news reports saying that “birthers” were considered threats to Obama’s life, and 
requested disclosure in the interest of keeping Obama safe. She asked that the portions considered to 
be confidential (date of birth and ethnicity) be redacted. 
 
Here is the relevant portion of her request: 
 

From: (redacted) 
Date: August 3, 2009 3:27:06 AM EDT 
To: "Janice S. Okubo" <janice.okubo@doh.hawaii.gov>, 
chiyome.fukino@doh.hawaii.gov, oip@hawaii.gov 
Subject: BUNDLED REQUEST & MORE 
 
Dear Dr. Fukino- 
 
...I have THREE requests for disclosure of information open to the public and for 
records subject to public disclosure that are maintained by the Hawaii State 
Department of Health, a government agency, citing: 
 
• Rule (§92F-12) “Agency Records that Must Always Be Disclosed “ 
 
The following are my three requests per UIPA: 
 
FIRST REQUEST for Disclosure of Records pertains specifically to the records “Agencies must 
also disclose” (§92F-12) 
 

- AND (§92F-12) (3) “[And] Records where compelling circumstances show an 
effect on the health or safety of any individual;” (With NO exceptions noted ) 
 

- AND (§92F-12) (15) “Information collected for the purpose of making information 
available to the public” (With NO exceptions noted ) The Public information given out by Dr. 
Fukino may be found in requests TWO & THREE that follow: 
 
I, RESPECTFULLY, REQUEST AN ELECTRONIC AND WRITTEN COPY OF ALL 
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S VITAL RECORDS, INCLUDING ANY AND ALL 
BIRTH CERTIFICATES THAT ARE MAINTAINED AND ON FILE WITH THE HAWAII 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; THIS REQUEST INCLUDES ANY & ALL 
MATERIAL(S) USED AS SUPPORT AND AS EVIDENCE OF THE INFORMATION 
PUT FORTH IN THE PRESIDENT’S VITAL RECORDS BE DISCLOSED ALSO, 
PER BOTH THESE PROVISIONS (§92F-12) (15) & ALSO...(3). PLEASE EXCLUDE 
ALL REFERENCE(S) TO THE PRESIDENT’S DATE OF BIRTH AND ETHINICITY 
FOUND IN THE REQUESTED RECORDS. 

 
On Aug 6th HDOH Director Fukino responded with this (emphasis mine): 
 

From: "Fukino, Chiyome L." <chiyome.fukino@doh.hawaii.gov> 
Date: August 6, 2009 3:54:02 PM EDT 
To:  (redacted) 
Subject: RE: Appeal for urgency 
 



Dear (redacted), 
 
State law prohibits the Department of Health from disclosing any information 
about a Hawaii vital record unless the requestor has a direct and tangible 
interest in the record. This includes verification of vital records and all the 
information contained in a record. For information on the law that governs 
vital records in the State of Hawaii, please refer to HRS §338 at http:// 
www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/ 
 
If, as you say, you fear for your life…(redacted), please 
contact your local police. 
 
Sincerely, 
Chiyome L. Fukino, MD 
Director 
Hawaii State Department of Health 

 
Miss Tickly appealed to the OIP and was told (in the letter posted at the end of this post) by OIP 
Director, Paul Tsukiyama, that she had been properly denied access to the records she requested.  He 
did not qualify his statement with any Glomarized response (for instance, “You were properly denied 
access to records, if any, which correspond to your request.” He is thus saying that the records 
requested exist and it was proper for her to be denied access to them. 
 
Both Fukino and Tsukiyama ignored Miss Tickly’s stated legal justification for disclosure (potentially 
imminent danger causing compelling public interest, as well as the requirement to disclose records 
relied upon for making Fukino’s public announcement), both of which supercede the regulations 
concerning vital records specifically. To justifiably deny the actual request Miss Tickly made, Fukino 
would have to deny that there was danger to Obama as a result of the questions over his birth 
documentation AND deny that she relied on any records to make her July 31, 2009 accouncement. She 
totally ignored those issues. 
 
But it is revealing that Tsukiyama quietly corrected Fukino’s legal rationale for denying access. Fukino’s 
legal reason was HRS 338-18 which governs disclosures from vital records and public health statistics 
records. But Tsukiyama said the denial was correct because of HRS 338-13.  The difference between 
Fukino’s citation of HRS 338-18 and Tsukiyama’s citation of HRS 338-13?  
 
HRS 338-13 references HRS 338-16 and HRS 338-17, which deal specifically with LATE AND AMENDED 
BIRTH CERTIFICATES. What’s interesting is that HRS 338-13 deals with certified copies. Miss Tickly had 
not asked for a certified copy of anything. There was no reason for HRS 338-13 to be cited – except for 
the fact that it included reference to the proper handling of late and amended birth certificates 
specifically.  
 
In other words, Tsukiyama corrected Fukino’s legal rationale so that it would specifically address the 
way that LATE and AMENDED (legally non-valid) birth certificates are to be handled.  
 

http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/


 


